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SUMMARY 
This paper presents the results of an exploratory flight research program and ana- 
lytical investigation of the structural load characteristics of the helicopter hingeless 
rotor system. The rotor used in the flight program w a s  an experimental three-blade 
hingeless rotor on an OH- 13G helicopter. The basic dynamic response characteristics 
of the hingeless rotor system a r e  reviewed to provide a background for the discussion 
and analysis of the structural loadings encountered in flight. 
The results of the investigation indicate that at normal rotor rotational speed the 
centrifugal-force field provides approximately 95 percent of the cantilever-blade stiff - 
ening in the flapwise degree of freedom. Thus, the cantilever blade deflects in the first 
flapwise mode an amount virtually equal to a hinged blade and simultaneously provides 
rotor-hub moments which a re  an order of magnitude greater than those obtainable from 
a typical hinged rotor system. The investigation demonstrated that the structural load 
of most concern, for a hingeless rotor utilizing blades of conventional design, is the 
buildup of the blade cyclic chordwise bending moment in maneuvering flight throughout 
the speed range. 
A simplified analysis of the hingeless-rotor blade root bending moments is devel- 
oped and compared with measured data. This analysis makes use of the virtual offset 
untwisted blade with spring restraint to approximate the response of the actual canti- 
lever blade. Only the aerodynamic effects of twist a r e  included in the analysis. The 
results indicate that, for  preliminary studies, a conventional offset blade analysis can 
be utilized provided that the proper virtual spring restraint is used at the flapping and 
lagging hinges. 
INTRODUCTION 
The renewed interest in the helicopter hingeless rotor system stems from the fact 
that a number of significant benefits can be realized with the successful utilization of such 
a rotor system. 
the conventional articulated rotor flapping and lagging hinges and cantilevering the rotor 
blades directly from the rotor drive shaft. 
large rotor-hub moments can be developed and transferred directly from the rotor into 
the fuselage as a strong source of aircraft  pitching and rolling control moment and 
damping moment. 
ter control power and damping capability, which leads to significant, and much needed, 
improvements in the handling qualities of the helicopter. The elimination of the hinges 
and associated hardware also provides an opportunity for a substantial reduction in rotor- 
hub complexity, mechanical maintenance, and rotor-hub aerodynamic drag. 
The essential feature of the hingeless rotor system is the removal of 
Because of the cantilever action of the blades, 
This can result in an order of magnitude improvement in the helicop- 
The cantilever rotor design is not new to the helicopter field. During the initial 
development of the helicopter and autogyro, cantilever blade systems were tr ied but 
were abandoned because of problems with rotor control and high blade stresses.  These 
problems were solved by introducing blade articulation and subsequent helicopter devel- 
opment concentrated on the refinement of the hinged-rotor system. Occasional unsuc - 
cessful attempts have been made in the past to develop a "rigid" rotor system. The cur- 
rent designs, in contrast to early rigid rotors, do not attempt to eliminate flexibility in 
the rotor system. As pointed out in reference 1, it is believed that most, if not all, of 
the early failures with rigid rotors involved deliberate attempts at preventing rotor sys-  
tem flexibility. Current hingeless-rotor designs (refs. 2 and 3) do not attempt to avoid 
flexibility but varying amounts a r e  used in an effort to control the rotor dynamic response, 
blade cyclic s t r e s s  levels, and helicopter vibration levels. 
In principle, the hingeless rotor system represents a basic departure from the 
articulated-rotor-system concept for which there exists a considerable background of 
research and design information. In order to make an initial assessment of the aero- 
elastic characteristics of the hingeless system and to begin accumulating research infor- 
mation a flight research program was undertaken by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration. The results of the experimental and analytical structural loads investi- 
gation carried out in this program are summarized in this paper. 
qualities investigation, which was conducted as part of the overall flight program, a r e  
presented in reference 4. 
The results of a flying- 
A review of the general dynamic response characteristics of a hingeless rotor is 
The analytical treatment utilizes the concept of a virtual offset hinge blade with 
presented as background prior to discussing the results of the structural loads investiga- 
tion. 
spring restraint at the hinge to simulate the hingeless-blade first-bending-mode response. 
The analytical work modifies the material presented in reference 5 and extends the equiv- 
alent offset approach to include the blade lagging degree of freedom. This modified 
approach allows the calculation of critical blade bending moments with the use of 
2 
conventional off set  hinge rotor aerodynamics together with conventional equations of 
motion suitably modified for the inclusion of the hinge spring restraint. A comparison 
of the results of this simplified approach with the experimental results provides an indi- 
cation of what success might be expected when utilizing the approximate analysis in 
preliminary design, where a detailed and rigorous aeroelastic analysis might not be 
warranted. 
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SYMBOLS 
lateral cyclic pitch angle or coefficient of -cos I) in expression for 0, 
positive for  nose up at I) = 180°, radians 
section lift-curve slope 
blade mean flapping angle relative to plane perpendicular to rotor shaft, posi- 
tive for displacement in direction of positive thrust, radians 
coefficient of -cos t,b in expression for p1, positive for upward flapping 
relative to plane perpendicular to rotor shaft at I) = 180°, radians 
blade tip loss  factor 
longitudinal cyclic pitch angle or coefficient of -sin t,b in expression for  0, 
positive for  nose up at t,b = 270°, radians 
coefficient of -sin t,b in expression for p1, positive for upward flapping 
relative to plane perpendicular to rotor shaft at t,b = 270°, radians 
Rotor thrust rotor thrust coefficient, 
T R ~ P ( ~ R ) ~  
blade chord, feet (meters) 
blade section lift coefficient 
drag on blade element, pounds (newtons) 
offset of virtual hinge from center line of rotor shaft, feet (meters) 
gravitational acceleration, feet per second2 (meters per second2) 
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IV 
KVF 
KVL 
K1 F 
K1L 
L 
MH 
MH,A 
MH,B 
MVF 
MVL 
MW 
Mc,1 
m 
n 
P 
4 
2 mass  moment of inertia of blade about virtual hinge, slug-feet 
(kilogram-meter 2, 
spring constant of blade virtual flapping hinge spring, foot-pounds per radian 
(meter-newtons per radian) 
spring constant of blade virtual lagging hinge spring, foot-pounds per radian 
(meter-newtons per radian) 
n n 
W ~ R ~  - W ~ N R '  blade f irst-mode flapping Southwell coefficient, 
blade first-mode lagging Southwell coefficient, 
a2 
lift on blade element, pounds (newtons) 
total rotor-hub moment, foot-pounds (meter-newtons) 
longitudinal component of rotor-hub moment, positive for  nose-up moment 
applied to aircraft ,  foot-pounds (meter-newtons) 
lateral  component of rotor-hub moment, positive fo r  right rolling moment 
applied to aircraft  foot-pounds (meter-newtons) 
moment about virtual flapping hinge, foot-pounds (meter-newtons) 
moment about virtual lagging hinge, foot-pounds (meter-newtons) 
blade weight moment about virtual flapping hinge, inch-pounds (meter-newtons) 
f irst-harmonic cantilever-blade chordwise structural bending moment, positive 
for  moment opposite to rotor rotation, inch-pounds (meter-newtons) 
mass  of blade per foot of radius, slugs per foot (kilograms per meter) 
number of blades 
helicopter rolling velocity, positive for right roll, radians per second 
I 
SVF 
T 
t 
U 
UP,s 
uT,s 
V 
V 
W 
w1 
WIR 
X 
CY 
p1 
helicopter pitching velocity, positive for  nose-up pitching, radians per second 
blade radius, feet (meters) 
distance measured along blade from axis of rotation to  blade element, feet 
(meters) 
shear force at virtual flapping hinge, positive upward in plane of flapping, 
pounds (newtons) 
thrust on blade element, pounds (newtons) 
time, seconds 
resultant velocity perpendicular to  blade-span axis at blade element, 
feet per second (meters per second) 
component at blade element of resultant velocity perpendicular both to blade- 
span axis and  UT,^, feet per second (meters per second) 
component at blade element of resultant velocity perpendicular to blade- span 
axis and to shaft axis, feet per second (meters per second) 
velocity along flight path, knots 
induced inflow velocity at rotor, positive downward, feet per second 
(meters per second) 
weight of blade outboard of virtual hinge, pounds (newtons) 
blade first-flapwise-mode shape 
rotating blade f irst-flapwise-mode shape 
ratio of blade-element radius to rotor-blade radius, r/R 
blade-element angle of attack, measured from line of zero lift, radians 
blade first-harmonic flapping angle with respect to  plane perpendicular to axis 
of rotor shaft, -a1 cos + - bl sin +, radians 
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blade flapping response coefficient 
Y 
blade lagging response coefficient 
blade flapwise response amplification factor (see eq. (A4)) 
mass  constant of uniform cantilever blade, acR4 
1 mR3 3 
pacR4 blade mass factor (Lock number) based on virtual hinge offset, 
I, 
aerodynamic damping coefficient in f i r s t  flapwise bending mode (see eq. (A5)) 
f irst-harmonic blade lagging motion displacement in a plane perpendicular to 
the rotor shaft, positive in direction opposite to rotor rotation, radians 
aircraft  normal load factor 
instantaneous blade-section pitch angle, angle between line of zero lift of blade 
section and plane perpendicular to  rotor shaft, Bo + Btx + 81 
collective pitch angle at blade root, average value of instantaneous blade-root 
pitch angle around azimuth, radians 
difference between root and tip pitch angles, positive when tip angle is larger,  
radians 
first-harmonic cyclic pitch angle, -A1 cos rl/ - B1 sin I), radians 
inflow ratio, -v/S1R for  hover 
blade first-chordwise-mode natural frequency, nonrotating, radians per second 
blade first-chordwise-mode natural frequency, rotating, radians per second 
s 
1 i 
nondimensional off set of virtual hinge, ev/R i 
mass density of air, slugs per foot3 (kilogram per m e t e d )  
I 
Q 
h, l  
Q0, l  
blade first mass moment about virtual hinge, slug-f eet (kilogram-meters) 
resultant aircraft  angular velocity, (92 + p2) 1/2 
phase lag of blade first-mode flapping response to cyclic control input (see 
eq. (A6)) 
inflow angle at blade element in plane perpendicular to blade-span axis, 
tan-1 up,s, radians 
blade azimuth angle measured from downwind position in direction of rotor 
rot at ion , radians 
azimuth angle of positive peak of the blade first-harmonic chordwise bending- 
moment oscillation, radians 
azimuth angle of positive peak of the blade f irst-harmonic flapwise bending- 
moment oscillation, radians 
azimuth angle of positive peak of the blade first-harmonic cyclic feathering- 
motion oscillation, radians 
azimuth angle of resultant aircraft angular velocity, tan-1 3, radians 
rotor rotational speed about shaft axis, radians per second 
a n  normal operation rotor rotational speed, radians per second 
w ~ N R  blade f irst-flapwise-mode natural frequency, nonrotating, radians per second 
'"1R blade f irst-flapwise-mode natural frequency, rotating, radians per second 
I I  absolute magnitude 
Dots over symbols denote derivatives with respect to  time t; bars  over symbols 
denote derivatives with respect to azimuth angle q. 
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HINGELESS ROTOR 
The hingeless rotor is sometimes referred to as a rigid rotor system. Although 
this terminology focuses attention on the primary difference between hingeless and 
articulated rotors, it must be recognized that the use of flexibility is the key to the suc- 
cessful utilization of the hingeless-rotor concept. From the standpoint of blade dynamics, 
the hingeless rotor represents a fundamental change from dealing with the articulated- 
blade dynamic response in the rigid-body pendulum mode to  dealing with the cantilever- 
blade dynamic response in the first-bending mode. Certainly a rigorous treatment of 
either configuration would deal with higher order bending modes but it is the nature of 
the f irst-mode response characteristics that determines the fundamental differences in 
the two rotor systems. 
In the analysis of hingeless-rotor dynamics and structural loads both the blade 
flapwise and chordwise degrees of freedom a r e  of concern. The following section deals 
with the similarity between hinged- and cantilever-blade flapping response. The blade 
chordwise (or lagging) degree of freedom is treated in later sections dealing with equiva- 
lent blade systems and blade chordwise bending moments. 
Blade Flapping Response 
A comparison of the conventional hinged blade and the hingeless, o r  cantilever, 
blade first-mode natural frequencies as a function of rotor speed is shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1.- Rotor-blade natural frequencies and mode shapes. 
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This comparison utilizes frequencies and mode shapes for  untwisted blades. A curve of 
the first-mode natural frequency in the flapwise degree of freedom, as a function of rotor 
rotational speed, is given for  each of three uniform blade configurations: (1) zero-offset 
hinged blade, (2) conventional offset hinged blade, and (3) a typical cantilever blade. Also 
shown are the first-mode shapes for  the three configurations. The frequencies and mQde 
shapes shown in figure 1 were obtained from reference 6. Although the mode shapes for 
the hinged rigid-body modes a r e  not influenced by rotational speed, the cantilever mode 
is altered somewhat by centrifugal stiffening, which reduces the curvature over the out- 
board portion of the blade and concentrates the curvature over the inboard portion of the 
blade. A comparison of the various mode shapes and natural frequencies fo r  the flapwise 
degree of freedom at normal operating rotor rotational speed (52/51, = 1.0) indicates that 
there is a marked similarity between the hinged and cantilever systems. The main point 
is that the mode shapes of the hinged blades and rotating cantilever blade a r e  similar and 
the natural frequency ratio UlR/an for the three blades at operating rotational speed 
a r e  at, o r  slightly above, a value of unity. Therefore, each type of blade has a natural 
frequency in flapping in close proximity to once per revolution of the rotor system. 
From the standpoint of the blade forced response, the predominating force inputs 
a r e  occurring once-per-rotor revolution. A typical source of such one-per-revolution 
force inputs is the aerodynamic force resulting from rotor cyclic control input. 
governing equation of motion for the flapping-degree-of -f reedom response to cyclic con- 
trol  input in hovering flight is derived in reference 5 and presented as equation (Al) in 
appendix A. 
The 
Substitution of the natural frequencies wlR and mode shapes W1R at normal 
operating rotor speed from figure 1 into equations (Al) to (A6) gives the relative response 
characteristics of the hinged and cantilever blades. For blades that a r e  assumed identi- 
cal in uniform mass distribution and aerodynamic characteristics, the relative response 
characteristics a r e  shown in figure 2. Each blade configuration is being forced at a 
frequency at or  slightly below i ts  natural frequency and the results indicate that the 
flapping motion response of each of the three blades is very nearly the same. Therefore, 
the rotating cantilever rotor blade deflects like a hinged blade and is far from being a 
rigid blade. 
For  the phase response of the three blades, the cantilever blade phase response is 
However, the flapping deformation 
quite different f rom that of the hinged blades as shown in figure 2. The hinged blades 
have phase-angle response equal to or close to 90°. 
of the cantilever blade lags the force input by only 60° t o  70°. The cantilever blade phase 
lag is far from that of a truly rigid rotor which would have a phase lag of 0'. The 
reduced phase-angle response of the cantilever blade requires specific attention, other- 
wise the total rotor response to cyclic control input may be cross  coupled. For example, 
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Figure 2.- Blade response to cyclic control input. 
longitudinal cyclic control input B1 produces a substantial lateral  rotor-hub moment, 
as well as the desired direct longitudinal hub moment, unless the reduced phase-angle 
response of the cantilever blade is accommodated by proper control phasing. Therefore, 
the correct combination of A1 and B1 cyclic control is required to give a pure longi- 
tudinal hub moment. 
Another a rea  where the reduced phase-angle response of the hingeless rotor 
requires attention is in regard to rotor response to pitch and roll angular velocity. Here 
again, the force inputs to the blade associated with rotor angular velocity in pitch and roll 
originate from once-per-rotor-revolution gyroscopic and aerodynamic sources. The 
result is that the basic hingeless-rotor angular-velocity response is also cross coupled 
in the lateral and longitudinal directions. A longitudinal (pitching) angular velocity pro- 
duces a lateral rotor moment as well as the desired direct longitudinal rotor moment 
(angular velocity damping moment). The presence of aircraft  angular-velocity response 
cross coupling can adversely affect the rotor structural loads experienced in maneuvering 
flight. This problem is discussed in more detail in the section dealing with the analysis 
of maneuver loads encountered in flight. A number of important aspects of the influence 
of cross  coupling on hingeless-rotor helicopter flying qualities a r e  discussed in refer- 
ence 4. 
t 
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Equivalent Sy stem 
In order to  t reat  the dynamic response of the hingeless rotor system in a relatively 
simplified manner and to utilize conventional rotor analysis, the cantilever blade can be 
replaced by an equivalent offset hinge blade, which is considered as a rigid body, with 
spring restraint at the flapping and lagging hinges. 
Flapping equivalence. - The equivalent flapping system arrangement is shown in 
figure 3. 
hinge offset ,&, and spring restraint KVF a r e  established on the basis of the 
cantilever-blade first-bending-mode shape, nonrotating natural frequency, and rotating 
natural frequency. The equivalent off set  is selected to make the f lapwise Southwell coef - 
The equivalence is derived and described in reference 5. The virtual flapping 
ficient of the hinged blade equal to that of the cantilever 
for  the flapwise Southwell coefficient (refs. 5 and 6) is 
2 2 
WIR - W i ~ ~  
522 
KIF = 
1.0 
W 1  
0 
blade. The general expression 
(1) 
"- Equivalent offset 
blade mode shape 
/-Virtual hinge spring, KVF 
I 
1.0  
X 
Figure 3.- Equivalent offset hinge blade with spring restraint. 
For a uniform offset hinge blade the first-mode flapping Southwell coefficient in 
t e rms  of basic blade parameters is 
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Solving equation (2) for  the nondimensional virtual hinge offset gives 
Substituting the cantilever-blade f irst-mode flapping Southwell coefficient into 
equation (3) gives the required virtual flapping hinge offset fo r  the equivalent blade. 
In order to  provide complete dynamic equivalence some hinge spring restraint is 
required in addition to the hinge offset tV. The spring constant KvF is such as to 
give a nonrotating hinged-blade natural frequency W ~ N R  equal to that of the nonrotating 
cantilever blade. The spring constant is given by 
This spring restraint  at the hinge will be representative of the level of cantilever struc- 
tural stiffness. For  a typical case the contribution of this structural stiffness to the 
total rotating blade stiffness is about 5 percent of the total. The centrifugal force field 
provides 95 percent of the flapwise stiffening, even for  the cantilever system. However, 
it is necessary to include the hinge spring in the equivalent blade treatment so that the 
blade flapping response phase angles and root bending moments of the cantilever blade 
can be simulated properly. 
In general, the cantilever blade flapping response at normal operating rotor speed 
results in effective blade flapping angles p1 which a r e  very nearly equal to those of 
conventional offset hinged blades. However, at very low rotor rotational speed the struc- 
tural stiffness of the cantilever blade plays the predominant role and serves  to restrain 
the blade motions during starting and stopping of the rotor. 
Lagging equivalence.- The virtual off set  and spring restraint in the equivalent 
system lagging degree of freedom a r e  established in the same manner as in the flapping 
degree of freedom. The general expression for  the chordwise or lagging Southwell coef- 
f icient is defined as 
The general relationship between the flapwise and chordwise Southwell coefficients dis- 
cussed in reference 7 is 
c 
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The relation applies to both the cantilever and hinged rotor blades. Therefore, substi- 
tuting equation (6) into equation (2) results in the following expression for the equivalent 
hinged blade lagging Southwell coefficient: 
Equating the expression in equation (7) to  the chordwise Southwell coefficient for  the 
hingeless rotor cantilever blade and solving for  the offset result in 
Therefore, f o r  the equivalent system the virtual flapping and lagging hinges a r e  consid- 
ered to  be coincident. 
The virtual lag hinge spring restraint is 
Unlike the flapping spring, the lag spring represents a major portion of the total 
blade lagging stiffness because (1) the spring is simulating the high inherent chordwise 
structural stiffness of current hingeless blades and (2) there is reduced centrifugal force 
stiffening in the blade chordwise (or lagging) degree of freedom compared t o  the blade 
flapping degree of freedom. 
Rotor Moment Characteristics 
With the equivalent hinged blade virtual offset and spring restraint established on 
the basis of the cantilever blade characteristics, the cantilever blade root first-harmonic 
flapwise bending moments, chordwise bending moments, and effective flapping and lagging 
displacements can be calculated with conventional hinged-rotor analysis. 
moments and angular displacements calculated with the equivalent system a r e  equal to 
those of the cantilever blade. This equivalence is derived in reference 5. In order to 
proceed with the analysis of the results of the hingeless-rotor flight investigation it is 
necessary to develop the general equations for  calculating hingeless rotor-hub moments 
The root 
> and f irst-harmonic blade chordwise structural bending moments. 
Rotor-hub moments.- In contrast to the similarity in the amplitude of blade flap- 
ping motion, at normal operating rotor speed, a most significant difference between the 
hinged and cantilever blade is the magnitude of the once-per-rotor-revolution blade root 
moments developed simultaneously with blade flapping motion response. The effective 
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offset and spring restraint of the cantilever blade serve to develop large flapwise 
moments at the blade root. These blade root moments combine to give total rotor-hub 
moments which a r e  an order of magnitude greater than those normally associated with 
conventional off set hinged rotor systems. 
1. 
I 
I 
Figure 4.- Forces and velocities acting on a blade element. 
The control-moment and angular- 
velocity damping-moment characteristics of 
a typical hingeless rotor system can be cal- 
culated by use of the conventional offset 
hinged-blade flapping equations, such as 
those given in reference 8, with suitable 
modifications to account for  the hinge spring 
restraint. The hingeless rotor-hub moment 
equations a r e  developed in this manner in 
appendix B. The force and velocity sign 
convention used in the development of these 
equations is shown in figure 4. 
The results of sample calculations 
using the general equations from appendix B 
a r e  shown in figures 5 and 6 for  a three- 
blade rotor with an equivalent offset value of 
10 percent. The longitudinal and lateral hub 
moment, in nondimensional form, are presented for  a range of blade Lock number and 
blade nonrotating first-mode natural-frequency ratio w~NR/SZ. Current cantilever blade 
designs have a nonrotating flapwise frequency ratio w ~ N R / C ~  on the order of 0.2. 
Figure 5 indicates the relative magnitude of the direct longitudinal moment per 
degree of lateral blade cyclic feathering input and the associated lateral, or cross-  
coupled, moment. 
with blade Lock number y due to the effect of aerodynamic damping on phase response. 
Figure 6 presents direct and cross-coupled rotor pitching-velocity damping-moment 
trends. Here again, the moment response is cross  coupled and influenced by blade Lock 
number for any given value of w ~ N R / C ~ .  
The rotor control-moment and damping-moment capability indicated in figures 5 
and 6, even for  blades with low values of w ~ N R / C ~ ,  are considerably greater than con- 
ventional helicopter rotor capability. The relative magnitude of hingeless and conven- 
tional articulated rotor-hub moment capability is indicated by the circle on the ordinate 
line of figures 5 and 6. This point represents the moment capability for  a three-blade 
articulated rotor with a 4-percent hinge offset at a blade Lock number of 8. A teetering 
rotor system, which has no direct hub moment capability would lie at the origin of each 
For a given value of w ~ N R / C ~  the amount of cross  coupling var ies  
14 
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Figure 5.- Effect of blade stiffness and Lock number on rotor-hub control moment 
and cross coupling. sv = 0.10; three-blade rotor. 
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Figure 6.- Effect of blade stiffness and Lock number on rotor-hub damping moment and 
cross coupling. cv = 0.10; three-blade rotor. 
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figure. The additional aircraft moments developed as a result  of rotor thrust vector 
tilt would be essentially the same for each rotor system, due to the similarity in the 
flapping response (rotor tilt) of the teetering, hinged, and hingeless rotors. 
The increased moment capability of the hingeless rotor system has been confirmed 
by flight experience (ref. 4) and by wind-tunnel test results (ref. 9). This increased 
moment capability suggests that careful attention must be given to the blade root, rotor 
hub, rotor shaft, and pylon structural loads. The analytical and wind-tunnel results con- 
firmed the need for  an exploratory flight investigation to show the relative importance of 
various structural loads under actual operating conditions including maneuvers. 
Blade chordwise bending moments. - A theoretical analysis of the oscillatory chord- 
wise bending moments during maneuver conditions w a s  performed by using an extension 
of the equivalent-offset hinged-blade analysis. The basic objective of the analysis was to  
gain some insight into the relationship between blade cyclic chordwise bending moments 
and the cyclic flapping, feathering, aircraft  angular velocity, and aircraft angular accel- 
eration. A parallel objective w a s  to determine if the use of the equivalent offset blade 
with spring restraint could provide an adequate simulation of the fundamental cantilever 
dynamics to permit simple analytical treatment of the rotor structural loads. 
. - 
The derivation of the chordwise structural bending-moment equation is presented 
in appendix C. The results of the analysis indicate that, f o r  a given configuration, the 
blade oscillatory chordwise bending-moment buildup during maneuvers is primarily 
dependent upon the amplitude and phase relation between blade flapping deformation 
blade cyclic feathering motion 81, and aircraft  angular velocity T as indicated in 
equation (C20). The direct  effects of aircraft  angular velocity a r e  small for  practical 
values of T. However, the effects of both aircraft  angular velocity and angular accelera- 
tion a r e  introduced indirectly through their influence on blade flapping motion, as indi- 
cated in equations (B25) and (B26). 
p1, 
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION 
In order to  proceed with an exploratory flight investigation with a hingeless rotor 
system, NASA obtained a duplicate of ah existing set  of experimental hingeless-rotor 
components. Because of fatigue considerations, the flight investigation of the experi- 
mental rotor system was restricted to a total flight time of 14 hours. The objective was 
to survey the dynamic, structural load, and flying qualities characteristics of the basic 
concept in order to define potential problem areas  and to verify some of the predicted 
advantages attributed to the concept, The results of the flying qualities investigation a r e  
presented in reference 4. 
I 
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Test Aircraft, Instrumentation, and Procedure 
The experimental rotor configuration was identical to  the rigid hub rotor described 
in reference 2. The test aircraft is shown in figure 7 and the aircraft physical param- 
e te rs  a r e  given in table I. 
standard teetering rotor and the control linkage above the swash plate were removed and 
replaced by the experimental three-blade hingeless rotor system. The rotor blades were 
modified OH-13H helicopter metal blades mounted on an experimental rotor hub, as shown 
in figure 8. The hub was intentionally overdesigned to provide generous margins of 
safety. 
represented an available experimental rotor basically fabricated from off -the-shelf com- 
ponents. The resulting configuration was designated as the XH- 13N helicopter. 
The basic aircraft w a s  an Army OH-13G helicopter. The 
There was no intent to obtain an optimum rotor configuration. The test  article 
The principal feature of the main-rotor pitch control w a s  the phasing used between 
the control inputs a t  the swash plate and the feathering axis of the rotor blades, This 
phasing was reduced from the usual 90' to 62.5O and corresponds to a control "retarda- 
tion" of 27.5O. 
Flapping Response" in connection with cantilever blade response, was installed to elimi- 
nate control moment cross  coupling. There was no attempt to eliminate the aerodynamic 
and gyroscopic c ross  coupling of rotor response to aircraft angular velocity. No artifi- 
cial stabilization devices were used during the investigation and the horizontal stabilizer, 
normally used on the OH-13G aircraft ,  was removed prior to beginning the test  program. 
This retardation, which was discussed in general in the section "Blade 
Figure 7.- Hingeless-rotor XH-UN helicopter. L-62-6643 
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TABLE I 
TEST AIRCRAFT PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
Number of main-rotor blades.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
Main-rotor diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  31.66 f t  (9.65 m) 
Main-rotor blade chord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11 in. (0.28 m) 
Main-rotor blade weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  87 lb (387.15 N) 
Built-in coning angle 2 O  
Main-rotor blade airfoil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0015 
Main-rotor blade twist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -7O 
Main-rotor blade Lock number, yv . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.85 
Aircraft g ross  weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2260 lb (10.057 m) 
Normal rotor rotational speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  344 rpm 
Main-rotor solidity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.055 
Main-rotor blade calculated first-bending-mode natural frequencies: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Flapwise 
Nonrot ating 7 r ad/se c 
Rotating. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40 rad/sec 
Nonrotating . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  41 rad/sec 
Rotating. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  44rad / sec  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Chordwise 
L-62-6644 Figure 8.- Hingeless-rotor hub and slipring assembly. 
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Since the principal innovation in the hingeless-rotor-system concept is the capa- 
bility to transfer large moments from the rotor system into the hub and rotor shaft, 
attention w a s  focused on the measurement of the structural bending moments in this area. 
The blade root, hub, rotor shaft, and control linkages were the primary components 
selected for  strain-gage instrumentation. Flight-test instrumentation w a s  also installed 
for  the measurement of the necessary parameters to document the aircraft flying quali- 
ties. These parameters included aircraft  angular velocities and control positions. The 
installed research instrumentation w a s  as follows: 
Performance: 
Air speed 
Altitude 
Engine manifold pressure 
Flying qualities: 
Pitch angular velocity 
Roll angular velocity 
Yaw angular velocity 
Normal acceleration 
Longitudinal acceleration 
Lateral acceleration 
Pedal position 
Lateral stick position 
Longitudinal stick position 
Collective stick position 
Structural loads: 
Main-rotor blade moments 
Flapwise bending, station 41 (station 0 at rotor center line) 
Flapwise bending, station 22  
Chordwise bending, station 41 
Flapwise bending moment, station 5 
Drag link axial load 
Chordwise bending moment, station 5 
Main-rotor hub 
Main-rotor blade pitch link axial load 
Main-rotor shaft 
Shaft bending, station 17 (17 inches below plane of rotor blades) in phase with 
Shaft bending, station 17, 90° out of phase with instrumented blade 
Shaft bending, station 30, in phase with instrumented blade 
instrumented blade 
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Engine mount: 
Longitudinal engine mount rod axial load 
Lateral engine mount rod axial load 
Recorders: 
36-channel NASA oscillograph 
Angular velocity recorders  
P r e s  sur  e recorder 
Acceleration recorder 
As previously mentioned, the test  program consisted of 14 hours of operation. 
During the program, data were obtained for various ground and flight operating condi- 
tions. In general, the flight conditions investigated included level flight throughout the 
forward speed range, autorotation, vertical descents, steep turns in level and autorotative 
flight, abrupt maneuvers, and slope take-offs and landings. The ground and flight oper- 
ating conditions were 
Ground run-up and shut-down 
Lift-off and touch-down 
Slope landings and take-offs 
Hover in ground effect 
Hover out of ground effect 
Stick stirring in hover 
Transition, accelerating from hover to forward speed 
Transition, decelerating from forward speed to hover 
Climbs 
Descents, power-on 
Autorotation, entries throughout speed range 
Level flight to 70 knots 
Rapid turns 
Partial power descents, up to 1400 ft/min 
Control steps throughout speed range 
Control pulses throughout speed range 
Control reversals throughout speed range 
Pull-ups 
Measured Structural Loads 
The objective of the structural loads portion of this investigation w a s  to sample all 
the practical ground and flight operating conditions in an effort to identify those condi- 
tions which require most immediate and detailed study. The rotor system possessed 
control capability of sufficiently large magnitude to cause concern over the 
large-amplitude cyclic loadings that could be induced in the primary structure of the 
aircraft. The following discussion.treats some of the more significant results of the 
structural loads investigation. 
Ground operation. - The ground-operation investigation w a s  limited to observing the 
trends in the rotor-blade and rotor-shaft bending moments. 
designed for  use with a teetering rotor system, the allowable cyclic bending-moment 
amplitude was established at 1500 ft-lb (2034.54 m-N) 
test  data. This allowable cyclic shaft moment was  incompatible with the much higher 
moments that could be developed with the experimental hingeless-rotor system. The 
hingeless-rotor system had the capability of producing hub moments on the order of 
1200 ft-lb/deg (1627.63 m-N/deg) of cyclic control input; therefore, extreme care  had 
to be exercised by the pilot to keep the cyclic stick centered during ground run-up and 
lift-off. It was necessary fo r  the pilot to anticipate the cyclic t r im position during transi- 
tion from the ground to  the airborne condition in order to avoid large transients in rotor- 
shaft cyclic bending moment. 
Since the rotor shaft w a s  
on the basis of rotor-shaft fatigue 
The probability of encountering large magnitude rotor-shaft bending s t resses  is 
recognized as a problem requiring attention but is not considered a critical problem. 
The direct approach to alleviate the problem is to provide a short rotor shaft of sufficient 
diameter to accommodate the moments that can be developed by the rotor system. In 
any detailed design of complete hingeless-rotor helicopter this approach would require 
only a low weight penalty. 
Structural loads were also observed during slope take-offs and landings. Here 
again the results were restricted by the allowable rotor shaft loads. However, it was  
determined that the best control technique to minimize cyclic bending moments in the 
rotor system was to apply almost full collective control prior to  bringing the aircraft  to 
a level attitude with cyclic control. The reverse control sequence was  used in slope 
landings. In addition to pilot technique and rotor shaft design, there a r e  a number of 
available approaches toward the reduction of the rotor shaft bending s t resses ,  such as 
reducing gear tread width, but these require specific design attention. 
Level flight.- The level-flight structural loads in primary rotor components a r e  
summarized in figure 9. Although the test  rotor w a s  fabricated from standard articulated 
components (except for the hub), the measured loads experienced in level flight throughout 
the speed range were not above the design "fatigue limit" for  these components. Fatigue 
limit is defined as the cyclic load amplitude which results in a fatigue life equal to  
108 cycles. Although the pitch link loads appear to be the largest' in relative magnitude 
in figure 9, they were not considered to be unusually high. 
cyclic pitch link load during transition was of the order of i-80 lb (356 N), with a zero 
mean load. In this case, the stress levels can be reduced without difficulty by a slight 
increase in pitch link cross-sectional area. 
e 
The maximum continuous 
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Figure 9.- Hingeless-rotor cyclic structural  loads in level flight. 
Maneuver flight.- During the test program, structural loads were monitored care- 
fully as the flight envelope w a s  expanded in order to assure  safety of flight. In general, 
the high loadings were not of a critical nature, and the increase in load level with sever- 
ity of the maneuver w a s  certainly not unexpected, especially with regard to rotor shaft 
and blade flapwise bending moments. The structural loading found to be of most concern 
w a s  the "in-plane" o r  chordwise bending moments induced in the rotor blades. The 
amplitude of the rotor-blade chordwise cyclic bending moment w a s  very sensitive to 
maneuvers in which high aircraft  angular velocities were developed. In some instances 
the amplitude of this loading expanded well beyond the structural fatigue limit, during 
pitch and roll maneuvers that were well within the control capability of the aircraft. The 
buildup of cyclic chordwise blade bending moment occurred in pitch and roll maneuvers 
in hover and throughout the forward speed range. 
Maneuver in hover: The sample loads measurements presented in time-history 
form in figure 10 are for  a hover maneuver where the pilot executed a longitudinal con- 
t rol  step displacement and recovery. Also presented in figure 10 a r e  the measured his- 
tories of longitudinal and lateral  control displacement, pitch angular velocity, and blade 
feathering motion. During the period of maximum pitching angular velocity, the buildup 
of the cyclic chordwise bending moment reaches a maximum amplitude of *29 000 in-lb 
f lapwise bending moments increased in amplitude during the recovery maneuver, but did 
not show the degree of sensitivity to the maneuver exhibited by the chordwise bending 
moment. The rotor-shaft cyclic moments during the initial portion of the maneuver do 
not build up because the initial control moment cancels a rotor-shaft moment resulting 
from minor center-of-gravity offset. However, during the recovery portion of the 
r 
(3275 m-N), which is above the structural fatigue limit of the blade. The oscillatory * 
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Figure 10.- Structural-loads history dur ing pitching maneuver and recovery with hingeless-rotor 
helicopter in hovering flight. Rotor speed, 344 rpm. 
maneuver, where the control moment and the offset center-of -gravity moment add, the 
rotor-shaft cyclic moments reach a maximum at a period of maximum angular 
acceleration. 
Maneuver at 70 knots: The situation at aforward speed of 70 knots is shown in 
figure 11. Again the blade chordwise bending moment shows the large buildup during the 
rolling maneuver and again the amplitude is above the structural fatigue limit. Continu- 
ous operation at the maximum chordwise bending-moment amplitude of 40 000 in-lb 
(4515 m-N) would result in a 10-hr fatigue life f o r  this rotor blade; this indicates the 
significance of the load levels that can be encountered in the maneuvers. 
is that the maneuvers in which the high chord loads a r e  encountered are well within the 
operational capability of the helicopter equipped with a hingless rotor system. 
The point here 
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Figure 11.- Structural-loads history dur ing rol l ing maneuver wi th hingeless-rotor helicopter in 
level f l ight  at a forward speed of 70 knots. Rotor speed, 344 rpm. 
Maneuver in autorotation: In contrast to the structural loads measured in the 
hovering and the '70-knot maneuver conditions a r e  the loads measured during a rolling 
maneuver performed in autorotation. This case is shown in figure 12. The entry speed 
into this autorotation was approximately 45 knots. There is a complete lack of buildup 
in blade chordwise cyclic bending-moment amplitude during the maneuver, even though 
an aircraft  angular velocity of 0.4 rad/sec was obtained. 
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Figure 12.- Structural-loads history dur ing rol l ing maneuver wi th hingeless-rotor helicopter in 
autorotation. Entry speed, 45 knots; rotor speed, 344 rpm. 
Analysis of Blade Chordwise Moments in Maneuvers 
From the standpoint of structural loads, the sensitivity of the blade cyclic chord- 
wise bending-moment amplitude to  maneuvers w a s  the primary concern in the flight 
investigation. A comparison w a s  made between measured and calculated chordwise 
moment amplitude and azimuth phase angle. 
the basic cause of the buildup of chordwise structural loads in maneuvers and to deter- 
mine what might be done to  alleviate this problem. The equations developed.in appen- 
dix C were utilized in the analysis. 
of blade twist. Equation (C20) was used to calculate detailed histories of blade cyclic 
chordwise bending-moment amplitude and phase angle for  the hovering and 70-knot 
This comparison w a s  undertaken to clarify 
This analysis includes only the aerodynamic effects 
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maneuvers. A qualitative analysis of the noncritical autorotation maneuver was also 
performed. 
The calculation of cyclic chordwise bending moments is dependent upon the blade 
flapping p1 as indicated in equation (C20). The theoretical calculation of the relatively 
low magnitude cyclic flapping motion during the maneuvers was evaluated and the results 
indicated that steady-state flapping can be calculated with accuracy on the order of 
15 percent using equations (B26) and (B27). However, satisfactory prediction of blade 
cyclic flapping amplitude and azimuth phasing throughout a specific transient maneuver 
for  use in equation (C20) requires a higher degree of accuracy. In order to avoid com- 
pounding e r r o r s  by calculating p1 as an input to  equation (C20) the measured cyclic 
flapping moments were used to determine effective flapping motion p1. 
The conversion from measured first harmonic bending moment to effective equiv- 
alent blade flapping angle p i  w a s  accomplished on the basis of the moment equivalence 
established between the cantilever blade and virtual hinge off set blade. Specifically, the 
bending-moment distributions associated with a given f irst-mode flapping response 
of the cantilever blade and the equivalent offset hinge blade a r e  equal at the rotor center 
line. 
can be related to the moment at the rotor center line through the use of the normalized 
first-mode bending-moment distribution. In turn, the rotor center line moment is asso- 
ciated with a given blade flapping amplitude p1. This same technique w a s  used in the 
lagging degree of freedom to  convert from calculated equivalent blade moments MVL 
to  cantilever blade moments Mc,l at a specific blade station. 
p1 
The first-harmonic bending moment measured at  any given cantilever blade station 
Maneuver in hover.- The comparison between measured and calculated first- 
harmonic chordwise bending moment and azimuth phase angle is shown in figure 13 for  
the hovering maneuver illustrated in figure 10. The agreement between the measured 
and calculated time histories is satisfactory and indicates that the equivalent blade anal- 
ysis  is adequate for a preliminary assessment of hingeless-rotor blade structural loads 
during a hovering maneuver. 
An example of how the flapping deformations and feathering motions combine to  
give large-amplitude chordwise bending moments is illustrated in figure 14. This figure 
is a polar plot of the situation at the time of maximum chordwise moment amplitude indi- 
cated in figure 13 by the vertical line and symbols at time t = 4.4 sec. This polar dis- 
play is a depiction of the relative a'mplitude and phasing of the calculated feathering and 
flapping contributions to  the chordwise bending moment. The measured and calculated 
resultant chordwise bending-moment amplitude and phasing is also indicated in figure 14. 
The moments in figure 14 a r e  nondimensionalized on the basis of the maximum measured 
chordwise moment amplitude. 
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Figure 13.- Comparison of measured and calculated chordwise bending moments at blade 
station 45 during hovering pitch maneuver. 
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Figure 14.- Maximum blade cyclic chordwise bending moments i n  hovering 
pitching maneuver. t = 4.4 sec. 
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The direct aerodynamic induced chordwise moment caused by control input is in- 
phase with the feathering motion at + = 3200. The cyclic chordwise moment induced by 
blade flapping motion in this particular case is at an azimuth position of + = 0'. This 
+ = 00 component of chordwise moment is the result  of lateral  blade flapping displace- 
ment at + = 270°, which in turn is the direct result of cross-coupled response to the 
basic pitching maneuver. The resulting blade flapping velocity takes place at + = Oo 
and induces chordwise moments through Coriolis effects. The aerodynamic induced 
chordwise moments associated with flapping velocity a r e  negligible in this case. 
The resultant vector sum of the calculated aerodynamic and Coriolis induced 
chordwise moment occurs at an azimuth angle of 3550; this agrees reasonably well with 
the measured maximum cyclic chordwise moment. The comparison of measured and 
calculated moments verifies the relation indicated by equation (C20) which states that the 
chordwise moments result primarily from blade flapping p1 and feathering 61 asso- 
ciated with the maneuver. The situation is aggravated by the unfavorable phasing of 
blade flapping and feathering caused by the cross-coupled moment response of the rotor. 
Maneuvers in forward flight.- An analytical check on the direct effect of a moderate 
forward velocity on the maneuver induced chordwise moment buildup indicated that the 
effects were secondary f o r  low tip speed rotors. Therefore, the hovering analysis w a s  
also applied to  the 70-knot case shown in figure 11. The comparison of measured and 
calculated cyclic chordwise bending-moment amplitude and azimuth phasing is shown in 
figure 15. The comparison indicates that reasonable agreement is obtained when 
extending the hovering analysis to the 70-knot case. The results indicated in this single 
case may be fortuitous, since the situation is certainly an overextension of a hovering 
analysis. 
Qualitative examination of the autorotation case, shown in figure 12, indicated that 
the theory would predict low amplitude cyclic chordwise moments in the maneuver. This 
result is in agreement with the measured results. 
Methods for Alleviation of the Problem 
Since the c ross  coupling of rotor moment in the transient maneuvers contributes to 
the buildup of blade cyclic chordwise moments, every effort should be made to minimize 
the c ross  coupling associated with aircraft  angular velocity. This is obviously desirable 
from the standpoint of control response as well as for  the relief of rotor structural loads. 
However, the elimination of cross  coupling associated with aircraft  angular velocity can- 
not be counted upon to eliminate unfavorable p1 and 81 phasing in all transient 
maneuvers. 
The results of the flight investigation and analysis indicate that the problem is 
inherent in hingeless rotors  utilizing blades which are stiff in the chordwise direction. 
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Figure 15.- Comparison of measured and calculated chordwise bending moments at blade station 45 
during a rolling maneuver at 70 knots. 
A more direct method of solution is to introduce chordwise blade flexibility which, in 
effect, reduces the value of KVL in, equation (C20). Sufficient flexibility must be intro- 
duced to  assure  that the blade chordwise natural frequency is lowered to a value su€f i- 
ciently below normal rotor rotation speed to avoid unnecessary resonant amplification of 
the blade chordwise response. Basically, the reduced stiffness in the chordwise degree 
of freedom allows centrifugal relief of the blade structural bending moments just as in 
the flexible flapwise degree of freedom. The feasibility of introducing chordwise flexi- 
bility to reduce chordwise cyclic bending moments is discussed in reference 10. 
data which support this approach are from the results of the dynamic model wind-tunnel 
investigation reported in reference 11. 
The 
The preliminary results of a current flight research investigation utilizing the 
XH- 51N hingeless-rotor helicopter indicate the same basic trends in rotor system 
structural loads as noted in the XH-13N investigation. 
preliminary results and compares them with the pertinent XH-13N results. In general 
the XH-51N and XH-13N show the same relative magnitude of level flight and maneuver 
flight cyclic bending moments at the rotor blade root. In both cases  the maneuver loads 
a r e  significantly higher than the level flight loads throughout the speed range. 
Reference 12 summarizes the 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The exploratory flight investigation and analysis of hingeless-rotor system struc- 
tural loads has led to  the following conclusions: 
1. With the exception of rotor blade chordwise bending moments, the rotor system 
structural loads experienced during the flight investigation, including rapid maneuvers, 
were not considered to  be inherently critical for  the hingeless rotor system. 
2. The structural load of most concern, which is inherent in hingeless rotors using 
stiff chordwise blades of conventional design, was the oscillatory blade chordwise bending 
moment. The amplitude of this moment was extremely sensitive to aircraft  maneuvers 
throughout the speed range. 
3. A simplified analytical treatment of the rotor hub moments and cantilever blade 
bending moments was performed by utilizing an extension of the concept of an equivalent 
virtual off set blade with spring restraint. 
tion with the measured results in hover and at moderate tip-speed ratios. 
This approach resulted in reasonable correla- 
4. The results of the investigation indicate that at normal rotor rotational speed the 
centrifugal force field provides approximately 95 percent of the cantilever blade stiffening 
in the flapwise degree of freedom. Thus, the cantilever blade deflects in the first flap- 
wise mode an amount virtually equal to a hinged blade and simultaneously provides rotor 
hub moments which a r e  significantly greater than those obtainable from articulated rotor 
systems. 
5. In order to make preliminary assessments of hingeless rotor blade motions and 
rotor moment capability it appears feasible to modify conventional offset-hinge rigid- 
blade techniques by the addition of the proper virtual spring restraint at the flapping and 
lagging hinges. The spring restraint and hinge offset a r e  determined on the basis of the 
cantilever blade dynamic characteristics. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., June 7, 1966. 
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APPENDIX A 
HELICOPTER ROTOR BLADE FLAPPING RESPONSE TO CYCLIC 
FEATHERING INPUT IN HOVERTNG FLIGHT 
The governing equation of motion for the flapping response of a rotating blade due 
to  cyclic feathering input is given in reference 5 as: 
where 
Theref ore,  
f 
PI ,static 
81 
61  = 
f 
- 3  = tan 
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APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF HINGELESS-ROTOR HUB MOMENT EQUATIONS FOR 
HOVER FLIGHT USING EQUIVALENT HINGED BLADE ANALYSIS 
The equivalent uniform blade hinge offset 5, and hinge spring restraint KvF 
for  a given hingeless-rotor cantilever .blade configuration can be established by using 
equations (3) and (4). The summation of the once-per-rotor-revolution moments about 
the virtual flapping hinge is 
The expression for  blade centrifugal force flapping moment is 
The expression fo r  blade inertia flapping moment is 
The independent variable can be changed from t to t,b as follows: 
4 
and equation (B3) becomes 
MI,F = -'v31 035) 
The expression f o r  blade flapping moment due to gyroscopic forces  induced by aircraft  
angular velocity is 
MG,F = 2517(IV + e+) (B6) 
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where 
- 
T = p cos IC/ - q sin IC/ 
The expression for  blade flapping moment due to aircraft angular acceleration is 
(B7) 
where 
The expression f o r  blade flapping moment due to the flapping hinge spring is 
MS,F = -KVFPl (B8) 
If the aerodynamic drag moment is neglected, the expression for  the thrust moment 
may be written with the aid of figure 4 as 
M ~ , ~  = BR 2 PU2c(r - ev)cz d r  
eV 
Let 
Substituting equations (B10) into equation (B9) gives 
k pacCZ2R4lO 1 u2xa dx 
M ~ , ~ = - i .  3 
APPENDIX B 
where 
k3 = (B4 - tB3<{ 
J u = x  
The inflow angle may be found from the following equations : 
U 
'T,s 
C$ = tan -1 P,s 
= -v - rP + qr  cos + + pr  sin @ 
UT,s = Qr 
The section angle of attack can be found from the following relation: 
C Y = @ + @  
= eo + 0tx - A1 cos @ - B1 sin @ + C$ 
The first-harmonic thrust moment about the virtual flapping hinge is 
where 
pacR4 
'yv = -
IV 
Substituting these moments into equation (Bl)  and dividing by IvQ2 gives the gen- 
e ra l  first-harmonic flapping equation of motion as follows: 
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where 
CV KIF = 1 + ev - 
IV 
and 
where 
p i  = -a1 cos Q - b l  sin Q 
p1 = a1 sin Q - b l  cos Q 
p1 = a1 cos Q + b l  sin Q 1 - - 
Equating sin Q t e rms  gives: 
Equating the cos Q t e rms  gives: 
The longitudinal flapping motion increments due to  cyclic feathering, aircraft  
angular velocity, and aircraft  angular acceleration are as follows: 
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The lateral flapping motion increments due to cyclic feathering, aircraft  angular 
velocity, and aircraft  angular acceleration a r e  as follows: 
Ab1 A a l  -=- 
P ;I 
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The structural bending moment transmitted across  the virtual flapping hinge is 
MVF = KVFPl 
The total hub moment at the rotor center is 
The first harmonic hub moments due to shear offset a r e  developed in the same 
manner as the flapping moments about the virtual hinge. This development is,as follows: 
where 
(B30) 52 
q 
52 
cos + - ~1 sin + - j? + - cos + + 
and 
R 
W =  r m g d r  
ev 
Substituting for  7 in equation (B32) gives 
evSG,F = e.(. + e, $(252p cos rC/ - 252q sin q) 
Therefore, the general equation for the total offset shear moment per  blade is 
q 
52 cos + - B1 sin + - +-cos  + + - 2S2qk2uvev sin q 
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where 
Separating sin q and cos rc/ terms,  dividing through by IvS22, and combining 
with equations (B27), (B21), (B22), and (B23) for  moments at the virtual flapping hinge 
give the following equations for longitudinal rotor-hub-moment increments: 
r I 
where 
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and 
The following equalities exist between the lateral  and longitudinal hub moments: 
B. 
P 
q 
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DERIVATION OF ONCE-PER-ROTOR-REVOLUTION CHORDWISE STRUCTURAL 
BENDING-MOMENT EQUATION USING EQWALENT 
HINGED BLADE ANALYSIS 
The equivalent uniform blade hinge offset tV in the chordwise (or lagging) degree 
of freedom is the same as in the flapping degree of freedom and the spring restraint 
moments about the virtual lagging hinge is 
' about the virtual lagging hinge KVL is given by equation (9). The summation of 
The expression for blade lagging moment due to Coriolis forces is 
MC,L = -21v!22a0& 
The expression for blade lagging moment due to  centrifugal force is 
The expression for blade lagging moment due to inertia force is 
The expression for blade lagging moment due to the virtual lagging hinge spring is 
If the aerodynamic drag moment contribution is neglected, the expression for  the 
aerodynamic lagging moment in hover flight is (fig. 4) 
MT,L -Je BR -pU2crc2 1 sin @ d r  
2 
V 
or for small angles 
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The first'harmonic te rms  in the product CY@ are retained from the multiplication 
of equations (B13) and (B16) as follows: 
where 
Given 
(For hover) (C9) A s = - -  V s2R 
T = -q cos + - p sin @ (C10) 
Substituting equations (C7), (C8), and (C10) into equation (C6) along with equations (B18), 
(B21), and (B10) and combining te rms  gives 
The general lagging equation of motion becomes 
Assuming f irst-harmonic sinusoidal motion gives the following general expression 
for  lagging motion: 
where 
1-1 
If the flapping hinge spring restraint is neglected, which is generally small com- 
pared to centrifugal stiffening at operating rotor speed, is neglected, 
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Substituting equation (C15) into equation (C13) gives 
The structural moment transmitted across  the virtual lagging hinge is 
Theref ore 
Equation (C18) represents the superposition of the force inputs in the lagging 
degree of freedom due to PI, 01, and T which a r e  seen as functions of + by the 
rotating blade as follows: 
P1 = P1 cos * - Qc/p,l + - I I  ( 
Therefore, equation (C18) can be written as a function of azimuth angle as follows: 
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and 
During a hovering maneuver the following te rms  in equation (C20) are functions of 
time t: 
The aircraft  normal load factor q in equation (C20) is also a function of time t 
during the maneuver. 
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